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Stocks, Bonds, Gold and Bitcoin: 60/40 in
Transition to 58/38/4

Robust Bitcoin Companions Point Higher

Performance: Bloomberg Galaxy Cypto Index (BGCI)
July +39.5%, 2020 to August 4 +92.0%, One-year +10%
Bitcoin July +24.0%, 2020 +57.7%, One-year -4%
(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- Increasing adoption, relative
scarcity and a favorable macroeconomic backdrop sustain
Bitcoin's upward price bias on a stand-alone basis and vs.
broader crypto assets. Breaching $10,000 in July, boosted by
new highs in gold, helps transition this level to Bitcoin's
support from resistance. The unexpected likely needs to
occur to prevent a continued price advance for the
benchmark crypto. Increasing adoption and vehicles for
exposure, and custody, are accelerating Bitcoin into the
mainstream of investments.
In a world of zero and negative interest rates and diminishing
equity-price returns due to quantitative easing, the quasicurrency stores of value -- gold and Bitcoin -- are finding
increasing investor interest. Bitcoin is gaining traction as the
digital version of gold.

Bitcoin Bull Market Resumption
Bitcoin Prudent, Moving Further From Speculative Digital
Asset. The potential that Bitcoin will be the primary cryptoasset store of value in an increasingly digitized world is
gaining traction. This will continue to buoy the price of the
benchmark crypto asset, in our view.

Our analysis shows that addresses used and gold's price are
among the best indicators for the crypto-asset price outlook.
Sustained declines in these gauges would be needed for
similar in Bitcoin.
Bitcoin to Continue Leading Broad Cryptos. It's the
unlimited supply of the broad crypto market vs. the relative
scarcity of Bitcoin that will maintain buoyancy in the
benchmark asset, in our view. About 90% of the 21 million
available Bitcoins have been produced, leaving demand and
adoption as the primary price-outlook gauges. Our
indicators point positive for Bitcoin, while the basic rules of
supply and demand leave little hope of broad-market price
advancement. There are about 6,000 crypto assets listed on
Coinmarketcap vs. just below 3,000 a year ago.
Bitcoin Is Primary Support for Crypto-Assets

Gold and Bitcoin Addresses Point Higher. Primary Bitcoinprice companions -- addresses used and gold -- tell us the
benchmark crypto should continue advancing. A top gauge
of the macroeconomic forces buoying Bitcoin, the
benchmark precious metal sustaining new highs above
$1,900 an ounce portends similar for the crypto asset. Our
graphic depicts Bitcoin following rallying gold and a leading
on-chain measure of adoption -- active addresses. The 30day average of addresses from Coinmetrics on Aug. 4
translated to a Bitcoin price above $14,000, vs. about $11,000
on an auto-scale basis since 2017.
A 100%-plus increase in the number of tradable crypto assets
in one year, vs. Bitcoin annual supply dropping to less than
2% in 2021 vs. about 4% in 2019, should keep price
appreciation tilted toward the first-born.
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Ethereum Pop Appears More Speculative vs. Bitcoin.
Ethereum has extended last year's highs and leaped to one
of the top-performing major crypto assets in 2020, but we
view its rally as more speculative vs. the favorable demand
vs. supply conditions supporting Bitcoin. The second-ranked
crypto asset on Coinmarketcap is only about one-fifth the
size of Bitcoin, and faces plenty of competition from similar
crypto platforms and about 6,000 tradable coins. Our
performance scorecard, sorted on a two-year basis, shows
the more enduring outlook, in our view. Up about 50%,
Bitcoin is the top performer, notably vs. the Bloomberg
Galaxy Crypto Index, down almost 10%.

Volatility: Bitcoin Gaining Upper Hand vs. Gold. The
lowest annual volatility level vs. gold in about three years
favors Bitcoin price appreciation. Measured in terms of the
per-ounce price of the precious metal, Bitcoin at about 6x is
about the same since October 2017. Our graphic depicts the
primary difference from about three years ago -- Bitcoin
volatility is much lower and appears to be bottoming. Annual
Bitcoin volatility (260-day) at about 4x that of gold isn't far
from the all-time low near 3x from the start of 2017.
Bitcoin Volatility Bottom Potential vs. Gold

More Organic Bitcoin Advancement vs. Speculation

Bitcoin volatility on the rise vs. gold has typically been
coincident with the crypto price advancing relative to the
precious metal.

The MVIS CryptoCompare Digital Assets 100 Small Cap
Index, with declines approaching 70%, is at the bottom of the
scorecard, reflecting rapidly increasing supply.

Bitcoin Becoming Digital Gold
Quantitative Easing and Bitcoin Becoming Digital Version
of Gold. Stabilizing at about 6x the per-ounce price of gold,
Bitcoin's increasing correlation and declining volatility
relative to the precious metal indicate an enduring
relationship for price advancement, in our view. Unparalleled
global central-bank easing should remain a tailwind for the
quasi-currencies.

Bitcoin-to-Gold Correlation on the Rise. The highest-ever
52-week Bitcoin-to-gold correlation indicates the crypto is
evolving into the digital-asset equivalent of the precious
metal, in our view. Though the 0.35 correlation of early
August isn't high by normal standards, it's the trend that
matters. At the start of 2Q19, before gold broke out above
$1,400 an ounce and the Federal Reserve began easing in
July, the Bitcoin-to-gold correlation was closer to minus 0.10.
Unprecedented global central-bank easing and the Fed
saying it's not even thinking about raising rates should
sustain an underlying bid for quasi-currencies gold and
Bitcoin.
Bitcoin Becoming a Digital Version of Gold
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Quantitative Easing and Advancing Gold. Gold prices
approaching $2,000 an ounce are similar to 2008-09, when
$1,000 was the hurdle, with quantitative easing (QE) a
primary catalyst. The financial crisis and inception of centralbank QE accelerated the metal's ascent then, and we see
more-enduring parallels this time. Our graphic depicts the
potential upside in spot gold toward $3,000 an ounce vs.
about $1,900 on July 24, if simply following the trajectory of
the G4 central-bank balance sheet as a percentage of GDP.
Central banks essentially printing money to spur inflation is a
solid foundation for the benchmark store of value.

Mean Reversion With Fed Easing Favors Gold

Matching 2008-11 Rally Gets Gold Near $4,000

Mainstream Bitcoin Adoption
Something Needs to Go Wrong to End Mainstream
Bitcoin Adoption. Increasing inflows to regulated exchangetraded Bitcoin products, along with advancing open interest
and addresses used, keep the crypto's price tilt positive.
Relative scarcity of the benchmark digital asset leaves
adoption as the primary price-outlook metric, and the
indicators we track remain clearly positive.
Gold bottomed at about $700 in 2008 and peaked near
$1,900 in 2011. A similar-velocity 2.7x advance from this year's
low-close near $1,470 points toward $4,000 by 2023.
Gold Resuming Upward Trajectory vs. S&P 500. Gold is
on track to keep mean-reverting vs. the S&P 500 and
unprecedented global monetary stimulus, in our view. With
the index at about 3,200 on July 24, the mean since 1971 of
just above 1-to-1 could indicate over a $1,000 rally in gold.
Our graphic since the start of 2000 shows the ratio of gold
vs. the S&P 500 at about the same level as the onset of the
financial crisis in 2008. Just getting back to the regression
line would pull the ratio toward 0.80, vs. about 0.60
approaching the end of July.

Grayscale Trust Is Absorbing Bitcoin Supply. Strong and
consistent Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) inflows indicate
increasing demand and acceptance of the benchmark crypto
into the mainstream of investable assets. Total fund assets of
about 400,000 Bitcoin equivalents ($4.4 billion on Aug. 4) is
about double a year ago. By our calculation, GBTC inflows
over the past year have absorbed about a third of new
Bitcoin supply. If the inflow pace doesn't subside, absorption
will approach 50%, with less supply.
GBTC Shows Rising Bitcoin Investor Demand

The financial crisis was U.S.-centric vs. the worldwide scope
of the current -- and potentially more enduring -- economic
calamity. When Lehman Brothers collapsed, the gold-to-S&P
500 ratio bottomed close to current levels. That metric,
however, doesn't measure dividends earned by holding
equities.

Due to diminishing Bitcoin production, inflows on regulated
exchange-traded products likely need to reverse for the
price to decline. GBTC is, by far, the largest regulatedexchange crypto-asset product, and typically trades at a
premium.
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Upward Trajectory - Bitcoin Futures Open Interest.
Consistent record highs in CME-traded Bitcoin futures open
interest represent accelerating maturation, and a propensity
to increase in price, in our view. Though long and short,
futures are a key part of the first-born crypto entering the
mainstream, and greater adoption. For an asset with scarce
supply, adoption is the primary price-outlook metric, and our
graphic depicts the upward trajectory of futures open
interest.
Bitcoin Maturing With Rising Futures Open Interest

Our graphic shows the relative discount in Bitcoin to
addresses, which is typically a bullish indication for the
crypto.

$10,000 vs. 10K, Bitcoin Upper Hand - Nasdaq
Bitcoin $10,000 vs. 10,000 Nasdaq: Crypto Gaining the
Upper Hand. Bitcoin is more likely to sustain higher levels
than the Nasdaq due to increasing demand vs. declining
supply and reduced volatility vs. the Nasdaq Composite
Index. Central-bank liquidity and fiscal stimulus may limit
equity downside, but it's a prime catalyst for relaunching bull
markets in the quasi-currencies Bitcoin and gold.
Bitcoin Ripe to Rise From 1-to-1 vs. Nasdaq. The lowest
Bitcoin volatility ever vs. the Nasdaq indicates the crypto is
ripe to rise from its one-to-one price-to-index ratio for almost
three years. Our graphic depicts the ratio of Bitcoin's 260day volatility to that of the Nasdaq Composite reaching a
new low. The Bitcoin price matched the Nasdaq index value
in 2017; since then, volatility on the crypto has averaged
about 5x higher. At only about 1.7x now, the narrow disparity
is the lowest in our database since 2011.
Bitcoin Upper Hand vs. Nasdaq: Volatility

There were almost 70,000 Bitcoin futures of open interest at
the start of August. That's still a small fraction of total supply,
but it's the trend that matters in this nascent asset. The lack of
trading on regulated exchanges is a primary reason the SEC
hasn't approved an ETF that tracks Bitcoin. Rising futures
open interest increases the likelihood of a U.S. ETF.
Bitcoin Addresses Point Toward $14,000. One of the most
robust on-chain indicators of Bitcoin adoption -- addresses
used -- suggests a price closer to $14,000 vs. about $11,000
on Aug. 4. Reflecting greater adoption, the 30-day average
of unique addresses from Coinmetrics has moved well
beyond last year's peak and is the highest since February
2018. The 2019 Bitcoin end-of-day high was $12,734, based
on Bloomberg pricing. Unless advancing addresses abruptly
reverse, history suggests Bitcoin should breach that value.
More Addresses - Increasing Bitcoin Adoption

Thirty-day Bitcoin volatility bottomed in July from the lowest
level in four years. Volatility rising from such a low plateau
will favor price appreciation in the benchmark crypto vs. the
Nasdaq, if history is a guide.
Bitcoin $10,000 Breach Set to Dust Nasdaq.
Fundamentally bullish and breaking above key $10,000
resistance, Bitcoin has a solid foundation on the back of a
steep correction and period of disdain, in our view. Lines can
be drawn to the Nasdaq in the aftermath of its 2000-02
correction, although the stock index's current liquiditypowered bounce doesn't come with the benefit of having
recently been out of favor. All-time highs in the index in July
and the most extreme stretch above its 50-week mean in
over a decade may indicate stock-market buoyancy limits
from quantitative easing, which more directly supports the
prices of quasi-currency stores of value.
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Bitcoin Foundation Firming vs. the Nasdaq

measures to continue to decline. Its 260-day volatility, at
about 4.4x that of the same gold measure, is the lowest since
April 2017. The average is around 6.4x and the peak was
12.2x in 2011.

Our graphic depicts Bitcoin crossing above $10,000, about
50% below the peak from almost three years ago. The stock
market typically depends on earnings for lift. Bitcoin and
gold only need demand to exceed supply.
Bollinger Band Portends Breakout Soon. On the cusp of
the narrowest annual Bollinger Bands in the life of Bitcoin,
history indicates a price breakout is imminent and higher is
the path of least resistance. Our graphic shows the upward
sloping 260-day moving average on the crypto and bands
that roughly marked the 2019 high and 2020 low for
guidance. By this measure, when Bitcoin exits its cage, about
$13,000 is a good initial resistance target. Sustaining below
the bottom band at about $6,500 would jeopardize the
uptrend.
Narrowest Ever Bollinger Bands and Digital Gold

In the process of maturing from a highly speculative crypto
asset to a digital version of gold, we expect Bitcoin volatility
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